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This is a well written book - Volume 3 of a series "The Australian Centenary History of Defence Services". This volume is
written by 6 contributors including the editor Dr D M Stevens.

In , Horner served an eight-month tour in Vietnam as a platoon commander in the 3rd Battalion, Royal
Australian Regiment. He was the inaugural commanding officer of the Land Warfare Studies Centre â€” , and
retired with the rank of colonel. His doctoral thesis, supervised by Robert J. Australia and Allied Strategy, â€”
Horner authored or co-authored the second and third volumes: Australian Generalship and the Japanese
Threat, â€” Australian National University Press. Australia and Allied Strategy, â€” SAS Phantoms of the
Jungle: A History of Australian Artillery. Inside the War Cabinet: Making the Australian Defence Force. The
Australian Centenary History of Defence. In Action with the SAS. Australia and the New World Order: From
Peacekeeping to Peace Enforcement â€” The Good International Citizen: Australian Peacekeeping in Asia,
Africa and Europe â€” New Directions in Strategic Thinking. Australian Defence Policy for the s. University
of Queensland Press. Australian Military Leadership in the Twentieth Century. Australian Higher Command
in the Vietnam War. Strategic and Defence Studies Centre. A History of the Royal Australian Regiment 2nd
ed. Reshaping the Australian Army: Challenges for the s. Strategic Studies in a Changing World: Global,
Regional and Australian Perspectives. When the War Came to Australia: Memories of the Second World War.
The Army and the Future: The Battles That Shaped Australia: Past Experience â€” Future Prospects. SAS
Phantoms of War: A History of the Special Air Service. Emirates Center for Strategic Studies and Research.
Sixty Years in the Field.
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from $ 12 Used from $ 1 New from $ This volume examines the military obligation of government during the first century
of the Commonwealth of Australia. During this time, the defense has endured two world wars as well as a series of other
military engagements.

In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: The Journal of Military History Oxford University
Press, The Royal Australian Air Force. The Royal Australian Navy. Edited by David Stevens. Making the
Australian Defence Force. The Department of Defence. By Joan Beaumont et al. Their contribution to the
bicentenary of white occupation of the continent in , Australians: A Historical Library, was a ten-volume
opportunity for good and popular history. The narrative technique was for a [End Page ] volume at each
fifty-year stage of the two hundred years, concentrating steadily on that single year rather than looking about
more generally. Periodisation as rigid as this overlooked war. The volume "From " which broke the rigidity
somewhat did look at the second world war from a war and society context but the series omitted the first
world war entirely from its narrative volumes. You can imagine that Australian military historians chafed
under this celebratory rigidity and it is hardly surprising that they were to the fore when discussion began
about what contribution Australian historians would make to the centenary of federation celebrations, in effect
marking the making of a nation. Leadership from senior historians at the Australian Defence Force Academy
saw the acceptance of The Australian Centenary History of Defence, not as war history only, but a
comprehensive study of Defence in the story of Australia. As series editors Peter Dennis and John Coates
point out: So this seven-volume series of elegantly designed, pleasingly illustrated histories emerged as a
major contribution to the centenary celebrations. There is no striving for effect in this series. Each of the
services receives its own volume; there is a study, too, of the organisational side of defence, the
military-civilian interface; there is a volume of sources and statistics; and a military atlas. There is not too
much straining for effect, either, in the choice of writers. Again the choices are sensible and straightforward.
Does all this sound too dull, too reliable? In a sense I suppose it might. It was unwise, I think, to ask Jeffrey
Grey to gird his loins again to write about the Australian army. He might have said to the editors that there
was little more he could add to what he had already said in numerous books around the same theme, such as
his well-received A Military History of Australia. There is a tiredness of voice You are not currently
authenticated. View freely available titles:
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Oxford University Press, , pp. The Great War, a monumental clash among nations, utilized paradigm-shifting
weaponry at the beginning of the twentieth century, resulting in unfathomable carnage and suffering. The
brutality of this new era of warfare saw rapidly changing doctrines and strategies that sought to capitalize on
newly developed weaponry for offensive and defensive purposes. One such weapon--the "aeroplane"--played
a fundamental role in changing strategies, operations, and tactics. Leading the charge for airpower and its
employment in the battlespace was Great Britain. Australia and the War in the Air is the first of five volumes
in The Centenary History of Australia and the Great War series, devoted to a historical account of the First
World War written from an Australian-centric view. Author Michael Molkentin had originally written this
manuscript as a PhD dissertation and then expanded its scope and depth with the assistance of funding from
his university and the Australian Army. That said, Molkentin provides a comprehensive and scholarly review
of how the Australian public and military became interested in aviation for defensive purposes e. Nevertheless,
such efforts as well as the failed Gallipoli Campaign were vital to facilitating Australian identity and eventual
independence. Most of the text is devoted to thorough examinations of major air-ground battles along the
western front, the failed British campaign in Mesopotamia, and the British push from Egypt into Palestine.
Showing how aircraft were initially used for aerial reconnaissance and artillery spotting, Molkentin describes
how leadership in each region adopted varying tactics to employ aircraft based on climate, terrain, and
logistics. As the war progressed, technology permitted aircraft to engage in air combat, and tactical close air
support evolved into ground strafing and trench strafing, including opportunistic bombing, mapping, and other
reconnaissance. He finds that ace was invented in the late s by cinema and that such a term would have been
considered "vulgar" p. Given that this text was underwritten by the Australian military, many readers may find
it skewed toward Australian airmen and their role in aviation operations across the western front and the
Middle East. Nevertheless, Molkentin does redeem himself on numerous occasions by dispelling commonly
held beliefs about exaggerated Australian contributions to the Great War--for example, an analysis of the
performance of Australian and British aviation units shows them to be comparable in combat, among other
metrics. Finally, the text does an admirable job of reassessing the great airpower theorist Marshal of the RAF
Hugh Trenchard and his application of airpower along the western front. This examination highlights his poor
decisions concerning organization of the flying squadrons and his blind commitment to strategic bombing.
Conversely, Molkentin praises Trenchard for his overall belief in unrelenting offensive operations through
decentralized execution at the squadron level. Regardless of its focus, it effectively demonstrates many origins
of the modern-day uses of airpower, describing how its role developed and evolved as aircraft capabilities
grew by leaps and bounds during the Great War. Readers with an appetite for discovering insights into
Commonwealth military aviation and its "birth pains" will appreciate Australia and the War in the Air for its
in-depth analysis of World War I campaigns that utilized airpower. Molkentin is candid about this assertion in
assessments of each side, finding through diaries and official correspondence that airpower was mostly
decisive in undermining enemy morale and disrupting the organization of ground troops. Military leaders will
appreciate Australia and the War in the Air for its ability to identify issues that still face airmen when they
deploy aircraft and personnel to a combat zone.
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The story of Australian animals deployed to war. RAR soldiers have served with tracker dogs in most conflicts
form the Malayan Emergency on, and more recently, these dogs are brought home and even awarded medals.
Four-legged soldiers, some being members of the RAR who contribute to the fight with their RAR human
handlers are included. Some RAR battalions and their tracker dogs are mentioned in this book which provides
a good coverage of the general purpose and deployment of animals in support of the modern Army. While the
book is primarily about a WW II dog, the tracker dogs and their handlers of the RAR have part of their story
related as well. Nil Index; pages. Includes are range of conflicts and deployments with images and
descriptions of various battalions. This volume in The Australian Centenary History of Defence series of
seven volumes traces the history of the Department from to including the ADF, and refers to many senior
RAR members, but not units or their deployments. Useful high level background to RAR operations.
Anonymous â€” Australian War Diary: A diary of stories of military significance in chronological order, for
each of the three centuries spanned. These are paralleled by non-military stories to give social context. One of
a series of similar publications for each year. Features several RAR battalions. This volume in The Australian
Centenary History of Defence series of seven volumes provides detailed sources and statistics underpinning
Defence to , data not found in any similar single source. Refers to many senior RAR members, and all of the
major deployments up to in which RAR battalions participated, but not actual units themselves or any detail
surrounding their deployments. Useful background to RAR operations in both Australia and whilst deployed.
Some indigenous RAR individuals feature in this social history. Most RAR battalions are mentioned,
including sub-unit deployments, and some individuals. A superb, if little known, source of support to
researchers. RAR is mentioned in many places. Also provides contact locations and addresses for other
sources of research support with a focus on genealogical records. RAR units feature in the last third of this
general history. One of the Australian Military History Series no 3 this book features several writers two of
them ex-RAR members generating case studies of leadership. Several RAR battalions are mentioned.
Primarily a pictorial history with adequate general text to give sense to the good images. A comprehensive
guide to Australian military experience containing over individual entries written by leading military
historians. A series of chapters including Korea, Vietnam and Afghanistan. Brings the history of warfare and
military medicine together as experienced by both medical practitioners and the main users of that care, the
RAR and other combatants. An overview of campaigns in which the Australian Army has been involved,
particularly the post-Vietnam era which are not yet well known. History and traditions are explained in Part 6.
Several earlier editions exist, each revised by different people. Book IV covers the post war period up to Long
Tan. Australian Armed Forces in a changing world: About half of this book is on the post- WW II era, the role
played by the RAR in that time highlighted in the text and with photograph support. A collection of essays that
cover personal, ethical, psychological, practical and religious perspectives on this issue. Involves references to
RAR personnel including several in photographs. Also addresses these phenomena across armed conflict,
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief. Most RAR battalions are mentioned across this book, being either
the prime force, or through the provision of protection to non-Infantry-dominant deployments. Several of the
contributors to this book have served in the RAR which is mentioned frequently. The central them of the book
is constantly a prime issue for all soldiers, but especially RAR members. A wide ranging series of chapters
that address issues from every deployment since East Timor, and Australia-based concerns facing the Army,
including the RAR. Volume 1 of a seven volume series by a range of authors. Chapters provide coverage of
the RAR. It is a history of the Army as an institution; not a history of battles or deployments. Contains
information about indigenous soldiers i. This book provides a detailed account of the history of Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos and the changes that have occurred in those countries since the mid-nineteenth century.
Australian involvement including the RAR is documented. Covers the development of the Australian Defence
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Force and Joint Force operational capability in the post Vietnam era. A study into modern Australian Army
leadership which identifies the distinctive egalitarian leadership principles behind the effectiveness of the
Australian defence forces, and demonstrates how they can be applied in any organisation, at any level.
Features a range of RAR individuals recognised as effective leaders. Nil A paper which examines a range of
strategic leaders that includes some with RAR backgrounds. This book places into context the four different
uses of conscription since Federation. Some of the RAR battalions are mentioned in a parliamentary speech
advising the deployment of Australian forces to Vietnam which was in part dependent upon the fourth use of
conscription. It provides a clear insight into the rigours of the SAS selection process, training for war in Papua
New Guinea, then in graphic and sometimes raw and brutal detail into combat behind enemy lines in Borneo
and South Viet Nam. Study of soldiers and their professional conduct, core to the RAR and SASR, both of
which are included among the individuals referred to in this source. This source is considered most important
to the overall understanding of RAR soldiers, irrespective of which unit in which they serve as it underscores
what combat soldiers face, and do, in battle. This history of Kapooka provides a great insight into that training.
Contains a wealth of leads to many tactical, weapon and equipment topics fundamental to the understanding of
RAR training and operations. This asset is essential to researchers pursuing more specific research topics, and
is one of the most valuable aids to Australian military research. TBA Index, bibliography, photographs; pages.
A collection of interview outcomes involving Australian Army Command and Staff College students with
retired and serving officers up to Offers insights into the art and science of war from a leadership perspective.
Many RAR individuals and deployments included.
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The Australian Centenary History of Defence Volume I. by Grey, Jeffrey. and a great selection of similar Used, New and
Collectible Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com - The Australian Centenary History of Defence: Volume
1: the Australian Army by Jeffrey Grey - AbeBooks.
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OUP Australia & New Zealand, Volume 6. Volume 6. This book has hardback covers. Ex-library, With usual stamps and
markings, In good all round condition.
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The Australian Centenary History of Defence Volume I. by Grey, Jeffrey. and a great selection of similar Used, New and
Collectible Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com The Australian centenary history of defence.
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The Australian centenary history of defence. Vol. 6, Australian defence: sources and statistics / Joan Beaumont. Also
Titled.
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promo pakistani armed forces - pakistan defence army navy air force Un ingÃ©nieur de la NAVY prend 7,5G en vol et
s'Ã©vanouit pendant un vol d'entrainement.
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